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Abstract—With the worldwide evolution of 4G generation and
revolution in the information and communications technology
(ICT) field to meet the exponential increase of mobile data traffic
in the 2020 era, the hybrid satellite and terrestrial network based
on the soft defined features is proposed from a perspective of
5G. In this paper, an end-to-end architecture of hybrid satellite
and terrestrial network under the control and user Plane (C/U)
split concept is studied and the performances are analysed
based on stochastic geometry. The relationship between spectral
efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) is investigated, taking
consideration of overhead costs, transmission and circuit power,
backhaul of gateway (GW), and density of small cells. Numerical
results show that, by optimizing the key parameters, the hybrid
satellite and terrestrial network can achieve nearly 90% EE gain
with only 3% SE loss in relative dense networks, and achieve
both higher EE and SE gain (20% and 5% respectively) in sparse
networks toward the future 5G green communication networks.
Index Terms—Hybrid satellite and terrestrial network, C/U
split architecture, spectral and energy efficiency, 5G

I. I NTRODUCTION
The next generation networks (5G) are expected to support
an increasing number of connected devices and diversity of
applications, which requires wireless communication systems
to move towards a real information-and-user based network.
In order to improve the manageability and adaptability of the
network, the control and data plane separation based on the
software orchestration mechanism has attracted considerable
attention [1] [2], and is utilized here in the hybrid satellite
terrestrial network.
Compared with the terrestrial network, satellite communications have quite a lot of advantages including coverage
extension, content distribution, providing resilience and energy
saving [3], so that the integration of satellite and terrestrial
networks could become an important feature for 5G. the
European Union has set up the 5G PPP (Public Private Partnership) research programme to fund researches from industry,
academia and research organizations toward an integrated 5G
standard [4]. Meanwhile, the future network evolves with the
high exponentially growth of energy consumption, so that the
indicator of EE has become of great importance [5], given
the fact that the entire network infrastructure operates under a
power constraint situation. In [6] the overall energy efficiency

of the hybrid network is enhanced by a real-time adaptive
transmission scheme.
The above mentioned works focus on the analysis of mobile
satellite network performance. However, with the soft-defined
features, the network architecture and key procedures have
been quite different in C/U split networks. To the best of our
knowledge, the performance of the hybrid satellite terrestrial
networks under the C/U split architecture has not been studied
where the satellite and the base stations cooperate in both Cplane and U-planes.
The main differences of the hybrid C/U split network with
the traditional mobile satellite network can be summarized
into following two respect. On the one hand, the C-plane
satellite communication system with a global knowledge of
terminals and base stations, including the context information
and user behaviours, can be utilized to realize an informationcentric network (ICN) with a more flexible delivery strategy
and dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes [7]. The terminals
with dual-connection in hybrid networks can receive traffic
from both satellite and small cells, alongwith better control and
scheduling from the satellite. On the other hand, the signalling
overheads can be reduced in the hybrid network in the U-plane,
so that the small cells eNodeB (SeNBs) can benefit from larger
capacity for data transmission and longer sleep periods [8].
Compared with the current LTE system, the public downlink
control information, e.g., Physical Downlink Control Channel
(PDCCH), Physical Hybrid-ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH),
Physical Control Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH), can
be transmitted via the satellite to improve the available data
transmission in the U-plane. In our previous work [9], it has
been shown that the throughput and coverage can be enhanced
by nearly 136% and 77% respectively in the C/U split hybrid
network compared with current LTE-A networks.
In this paper, based on our proposed end-to-end system
model of hybrid satellite terrestrial networks with soft defined
features, and the EE of the network is analysed based on
stochastic geometry. The influence of overhead, transmission
and circuit power, backhaul of gateway and density of SeNBs
are evaluated to verify the trade-off between SE and EE in the
C/U split hybrid networks, which is a promising way towards
future high-throughput green communication systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the proposed system model of end-to-end C/U split
satellite terrestrial network. The throughput, power consumption and energy efficiency are derived to study the influence of
various key parameters in Section III. Simulation results are
obtained and analysed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.
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II. S YSTEM MODEL
In this section, we propose an end-to-end hybrid satellite
terrestrial network with control and user plane split, shown
in Fig. 1. Under this architecture, the satellite is assumed as
the home subscriber server (HSS) with the central database
containing information about the network’s subscribers and
mobility management entity (MME) with signalling functions
related to the mobility and security of the Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) access. Thus
the satellite maintains seamless large-scale coverage in the Cplane and also for low rate data transmissions, e.g., machinetype-communication (MTC) service, in the U-plane for the
terminals beyond the coverage of SeNBs, named primary users
(PUEs). In the coverage of SeNBs with high frequency (e.g.,
3.5 GHz), the secondary users (SUEs) also retain the C-plane
link with the satellite whilst receiving high-quality mobile
multimedia transmission from the SeNBs in the terrestrial
network in the U-plane, so that the control channel and public
signallings of the SeNBs can be significantly simplified.
However, the satellite is assumed to have limited computing
ability, so that it is more realistic for the S/P-GW to process
the related information and send back the calculated data via
the satellite. Furthermore, the gateway also routes traffic in the
terrestrial network, as well as C-plane control signallings and
U-plane traffic for the satellite back to the external internet.
Based on mature stochastic geometry theory [10], SeNBs
in the terrestrial network are modeled as independent homogeneous Poisson Point Process (PPP) Φ with a density of λb ,
which is the number of small cells in the coverage of the
satellite narrow spot beam. The constant transmission power
and bandwidth of satellite and SeNB are Pts , Ptb , Ws , Wb
respectively. For a typical UE with a distance from the nearest
SeNB r, the received power Prb can be modeled as Ptb htb r−α
where the standard power loss propagation model is used with
path loss exponent α and iid Rayleigh fading on all links from
SeNB are modeled as exponential distribution with mean 1/u:
htb ∼ exp(u). Taking advantage of the PPP properties, the
nearest distance for a typical UE to the small cell is:
2

fr (r) = e−πλb r 2πλb r

(1)

The Low Earth Orbit (LEO) with low frequency is considered (e.g. 2 GHz band) with the wavelength of λ. We
also consider constellations of LEO satellites (altitude d of
around 1000 km) as the delay is reduced and the UE power
requirements are lower. In the future, it may be possible to
use the constellations of high throughput satellite (HTS) in
Ka or Ku band, but these are not considered herein. The LEO
satellites employ large number of spot-beams (satellite cells)
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Fig. 1. End-to-end hybrid satellite terrestrial network with control and user
plane separation.

within their coverage as well as frequency re-use between
them. So co-channel interference is an issue but we consider
that it is not a dominant parameter herein. The satellite
spot beam handover will be designed into the constellation
systems and need not be considered here. Doppler shift is
also compensatable and is not considered. The latency issue
drives us to consider LEO satellite and its affect on the C-plane
siganallings is considered in other papers.
One of the spot beams coverage of the LEO is set as the
study objective region in this model with the numerous SeNBs
contained in it. In the satellite link, the received power is
derived as:
λ2
,
(2)
(4πd)2 L
where L is the atmospheric loss, Pts is the transmission power
of satellite, d is the altitude and Gt , Gr are the typical antenna
gains of transmitter and receiver in the downlink.
In the proposed C/U split network, all of the UEs get in
the C-plane connection via satellite, while the U-plane access
strategy is based on the Reference Signal Receiving Power
(RSRP). The SeNBs are configured with bias θ, which can be
used to adjust the probability of getting access to satellite or
SeNBs. The access strategy in U-plane is given as follows :
(
tb ]
θ Ptb E[h
> Prs , get access to the SeN B
rα
,
(3)
tb ]
θ Ptb E[h
<
Prs , get access to the satellite
α
r
Prs = Pts Gt Gr

where

Ptb E[htb ]
rα

is the RSRP in q
the terrestrial network. Then
α θPtb
we suggest substitution of η =
uPrs , deriving (4) as

r < η, get access to the SeN B
.
(4)
r > η, get access to the satellite

III. E NERGY E FFICIENCY A NALYSIS
In this section, we calculate analytically the throughput and
energy consumption of the network and derive the SE and EE
of the end-to-end hybrid satellite and terrestrial network.

with the power consumed over the useful life. Furthermore, the
Based on the model of stochastic geometry [10], for a power consumed in the terminal side can be ignored, because
the access network (base stations) already accounts for nearly
typical UE, the small cell layer spectral efficiency SEb is:
80% of the overall power consumption. Also the power used
(r < η)}
SEb 
= E {log
for calculating and transmitting in cell phone are even smaller,
 2 (1 + SIN Rb |r) × Prob


compared with the power cost by the brightness of the screen
R
−α
η
= E log2 1 + 2 PtbPhtb rPtb0 htb0 |r × 0 fr (r)dr
and apps updating in the background.
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The power model of SeNB is modeled as follows according

(5)
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(10)
dx
−πλb r 2 1+(et −1)
(et −1)−2/α 1+xα/2
2πλb r .
·e
where Ptb is the transmission power related to the traffic load,
0
2
Neglecting the thermal noise σ in the interference limited α is the increase coefficient and Pb0 is the static power of
terrestrial network and assuming the path loss exponent α = 4 SeNB.
The gateway in the hybrid network plays an important role
for all the links, the throughput of SeNBs in the U-plane in
in
the following three parts:
the terrestrial network can be simplified as follows :
A. Throughput

1
× (1 − Overhead
T hroughputb = 
b)
ln 2 · λb × W
b
√
R ∞ R πλb η2 −v 1+ (et −1) π2 −arctan( √(e1t −1) )
× 0 0
dvdt,
e

•

(6)
•

where the overhead of SeNBs Overhead b in the U-plane is
approximately 15% as evaluated in [8] due to the public
broadcast information and signallings are diverted to the
satellite.
The spectral efficiency of the satellite is given as:
SES = E{log2 [1 + SIN Rs |r] × P
s (r > η)}
R ro
∞
rs
= E{log2 [1 + kTon Pearth
|r]}
×
f
(r)dr
Ws
 η r

Pts Gt Gr λ2
= log2 1 + (4πd)2 LkTon earth Ws exp(−πλb η 2 ).

(7)

The thermal noise kTon earth Ws should be taken into
consideration because there is no interference between satellite and small cells, where k is the Boltzmann constant
1.3806488×10−23 J/K and Ton earth is the noise temperature
of terminal. Thus the throughput of satellite is:
T hroughput
s =Ws × (1 − Overhead
s)


2
ts Gt Gr λ
×log2 1 + (4πd)P2 LkT
on earth Ws


q
(4πd)2 L
Ptb
θ
× exp −πλb Pts · λ2 · Gt Gr
,

(8)

where the path loss exponent α = 4 is used and the overhead
of satellite Overhead s in the U-plane is about 15% given
in [8]. The overall throughput in the U-plane in this hybrid
network with C/U split architecture is:
T hroughput = T hroughputb + T hroughputs .

(9)

•

Calculate and store the details about the subscribers and
the related mobility management information
Send back the processed information to the satellite in
the uplink
Route the traffic of the network to the external network

So the energy consumption of the gateway is calculated as
the sum of the energy cost in three parts:
Pgateway = Pgtx + Pc + Pgbh ,

(11)

where Pgtx is the uplink traffic transmission power from the
gateway to the satellite. Taking advantage of the link budget
equation, this part of the power consumption is given as:
Pgtx =

(2T hroughputs /Wg − 1) × kTon

satellite Wg

Gt 0 Gr 0 λ02
(4πd)2 L0

,

(12)

where Wg is the bandwidth of gateway, Ton satellite and λ0
are the noise temperature and uplink wavelength of LEO, and
Gt 0 , Gr 0 , L0 are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains,
uplink atmosphere loss and rain attenuation respectively. The
static computing power consumption Pc is given in Table 3 in
[12], and Pgbh is the energy consumption of backhaul back to
the external network [13]:
Pgbh =

T hroughputb + SEs × Ws
× 50W.
100M bps

(13)

C. Spectral and Energy Efficiency
The SE refers to the U-plane data rate that can be transmitted over a given bandwidth in the whole system:

B. Energy Consumption
The overall energy consumption consists of two parts: the
power consumption of the SCs and the satellite gateway (PGW and S-GW). Although the satellite is operated by solar
panels and batteries which are limited in energy capacity, the
power of the satellite is not taken into consideration due to
the fact that the solar energy is renewable, sustainable and
not included in the grid power consumption, so that the oneoff energy to launch the satellite will be very small compared

SE =

T hroughput
.
λb Wb + Ws

(14)

The hybrid network energy efficiency is defined as the ratio
of downlink average throughput in the U-plane of the C/U split
network to total power consumption in the end-to-end system:
EE =

T hroughput
.
λb Pb + Pgateway

(15)
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Fig. 2. SE and EE results: (a) SE vs. λb under various bias θ; (b) EE vs. λb
and Ptb of SeNB;

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results of the throughput, SE and
EE of the hybrid satellite terrestrial network with C/U split are
presented. Typical values [14], such as Pts Gt = 54.4dBW ,
Ws = 30M Hz, λ = 137.3mm, Gr = 0dB, d = 1000km,
L = L0 = 0dB, Ton earth = 290K, are used to model
the LEO channel link. For the terrestrial network, the key
parameters are Wb = 10M Hz, α0 = 16, Pb0 = 28.7W ,
Ptb = 0 ∼ 4W , u = 1, according to the Earth Project. For
the gateway uplink transmission, the computing consumption
Pc = 355W , Wg = 15M Hz, Ton satellite = 26dBK,
λ0 = 50mm, G0t = 40dB, G0r = 16dB, where C-band 6GHz
uplink channel with a 2m antenna at the gateway.
The theoretical analysis of the network performance is
illustrated in Fig 2. The bias θ significantly influences the
probability for the UE to get access to the satellite or small
cell, and the density of small cells λb have quite different
impact on the SE of the network, shown Fig 2. (a). With
small bias, e.g. θ = −165dB, the UE can hardly get access
to SeNBs, so that the performance degrades quickly with
the increase of λb . As a consequence, the advantages of the
satellite will weaken with large bias, e.g. θ = −125dB. In
this way, a proper bias with median value of θ = −145dB,
should be used to gain benefit from both the small cell and
the satellite. The constant path loss factor is reflected by
the bias, so that the absolute value is small. Note that in
terrestrial macro cell comes the bias is around 0dB, but here
due to the lower received power from the satellite we have
a much smaller value. Though the received power is low in

the satellite network, the SINR could also be larger than that
in the terrestrial network, because of the severe interference
between small cells.
The 3-D figure is utilized to illustrate the relationship
between EE and the key parameters in Fig. 2 (b). On the one
hand, the EE increases with the density of small cells, initially
benefiting from larger throughput and relatively lower constant
power consumption, and then remains constant because the
throughput and the energy consumption grow simultaneously.
On the other hand, the EE shows an initial upward trend and
then reduces drastically with the transmission power of the
SeNB Ptb , because of the larger SE and power consumption
respectively.
Under the C/U split hybrid network, there exists a fundamental trade-off with the SE and EE, shown in Fig. 3. In
sparse networks, shown in Fig. 3 (a), when λb is small and
most of the terminals get access to the satellite, resulting in
SE reduction with Ptb . At the same time, EE rises first and
then reduces with Ptb due to the effect of the gateway and
small cell power consumption. Compared with the network
with maximum Ptb = 4W , the median value of Pt (e.g.,
0.5W ) could achieve nearly 20% EE gain and 5% SE gain
simultaneously in this relatively sparse network (e.g., λb = 3).
In relative dense network, shown in Fig. 3 (b), larger Ptb
helps to increase SE and EE initially, but then EE drops
quickly and SE remains stable with the increase of Ptb . In
thses relatively dense networks (e.g., λb = 40), compared with
the SE optimized parameter setting, proper transmission power
Pt (e.g., 0.5W ) helps to increase EE by approximately 90%
with only 3% SE loss.
In sparse networks, the satellite is able to maintain coverage
for users, especially in remote places. In addition the advantages of the satellite bandwidth can be used to improve the
throughput hugely while maintaining the energy consumption.
Thus the trade-off between SE and EE in sparse networks can
be utilized to increase EE significantly with very slight SE
decrease.
The delay of the hybrid system is of great importance in
future 5G networks. In the hybrid C/U split network, the oneway U-plane latency is about 2.6 msec and the satellite is
assumed to forward the processing information to the gateway
before transmitting each response to the UE requests. In addition to that, a processing delay of 4 msec is considered at the
UE, the gateway and the SeNBs. Finally, the processing delay
at the satellite is considered to be 60 msec before transmitting
any information either to the UE or to the gateway. Thus the
delay from power on to RRC Connection is nearly 280msec,
which is higher than the LTE network.
However, it is worth mentioning that the part of the C-Plane
that is being separated from the U-Plane represents only the
control signalling for the UE to maintain connection with the
network (Broadcasting Information). Thus, the rest part of the
C-Plane, that is responsible to provide the support and the
reliability of the transmitted data, including Downlink Control
Information (DCI) and Reference Signals (RS), is still maintained in the U-Plane ( nearly 15% for the hybrid architecture).

key indicators, such as QoE, delay, security, will be further
analysed. The constellation of HTS satellite in Ka or Ku
band will be studied as part of the integrated 5G networks
with millimetre waves used in dense small cells as a logical
extension of the work provided herein.
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Thus the traffic scheduling and resource allocation in U-plane
is not affected and the proposed architecture not influences the
sense of “delay” that the user feels.
From the aspect of standard, timer values of LTE (Timers
T300, T301) for the reception of particular messages in Cplane (4 times of request delay ranges 400-8000 msec) can
be met by this hybrid network. However, the latency from
RRC IDLE to RRC CONNECTED timer is with maximum
value of 100 msec can not be met. A suggestion is to
develop on-board processing satellite payloads, which is a very
promising study area, to reduce the satellite processing delay
to approximately 40 msec.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, the performances of end-to-end C/U split
hybrid satellite and terrestrial network, in terms of energy
efficiency, are investigated. Taking consideration of key parameters, e.g. density of small cells, overhead cost, transmission
power, circuit power, as well as the influence of the gateway,
theoretical analyse of SE and EE are discussed. Numerical
results are verified the fundamental trade-off between SE and
EE, so that the 5G C/U split hybrid network can be optimized
with both higher SE and EE by adjusting the related key
parameters. In relatively dense network, 3% of SE loss can
bring nearly 90% energy efficiency improvement toward the
future 5G green communication networks. The latency of the
proposed architecture is discussed and suggestions are given
in the end. In future, various U-plane scheduling strategies
focusing on various QoS requirements will be studied based on
the soft defined features of the hybrid network, and multiple
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